
 FBF® LIVESCAN SOFTWARE SOLUTION

CRIMINAL 
LIVE SCAN SOFTWARE

Your law enforcement agency wants to expedite your criminal booking process 
and you are considering what kind of live scan software is a fit for you. You may 
be considering how to:

 Create and manage high quality biometric records through a repeatable
and reliable process
Replace a legacy system
Increase effectiveness of law enforcement resources by requiring minimal
operator training or proficiency

Increase the capabilities and speed of Ten-Print and Palm-Print capture

 


 
  Provide your officers with better tools they want to use
 Capture more than finger and palm prints – scars, marks, tattoos, mugshots,

signatures, and iris images

 Integrate with local RMS/JMS and AFIS

Fulcrum Biometrics can help. The FbF® LiveScan software solution was built by 
biometrics experts to provide the out-of-the-box tool and the extensibility to tackle 
the criminal booking process with ease.

 

What makes us unique?

 

 

These may be some of your day to day considerations:

Based in San Antonio, Texas, 
we’re committed to keeping our 
products in-step with law 
enforcement requirements so 
that you never need to worry 
about falling behind. As law 
enforcement serves 
around-the-clock to protect U.S. 
citizens and property, we want to 
ensure you are equipped with 
the best solutions to do your 
jobs efficiently. We have a 
15-year history building 
biometric software that lowers 
your total cost of ownership.



 FBF® LIVESCAN SOFTWARE SOLUTION

AGENCY NEEDS AND CHALLENGES

USER NEEDS AND CHALLENGES

THE FULCRUM BIOMETRICS TEAM IS HERE TO HELP!
If you have any questions regarding FbF LiveScan or how our products can 
improve your agency, our passionate team is here for you.

Managing your live scan 
booking process is easy!

 ...when you have the right 
solution in place.

Error reduction in the booking process
 Cost savings is evident in annual support costs, integration costs, volume

discounts, tax exemption and more





USER NEEDS AND CHALLENGES
Simple interface prompts the operator through the steps of capturing
fingerprint slabs and rolls



 On-screen visualization of finger image quality scoring speeds the process

 Touch-screen functionality (option) speeds input
 Easy to use graphical interface requires minimal training

 Quality check and sequence check are automatic

I.T. NEEDS AND CHALLENGES
Ready to implement (out of the box) features allowed by FBI Next 
Generation Identification (NGI) standards for live scan



 Certified with both 10-print and palm scanners 

 Supports electronic submissions (SMTP, FTP)

 The print-to-card functionality is built in (license required)

 Fulcrum’s expert maintenance and support staff are based in Texas

 Large capacity storage of transactions

https://www.fulcrumbiometrics.com



